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Company overview

50% of the portfolio has global leadership positions

€1.9 billion R&D spend in 2015 and ~76,000 patent rights

More than 1/4 of revenues from recurring revenue streams

Since 1891
€24.2 billion sales in 2015, 70% B2B

~105,000 employees in over 100 countries

1 Based on sales last 12 months March 2016.   2 Excluding HealthTech Other.
3 Growth geographies are all geographies excluding USA, Canada, Western Europe, Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, Japan and Israel.

Philips

Businesses1,2 Geographies1,3

Personal Health
iagnosis & 
Treatment

Connected Care
& Health 

Informatics
Lighting

Western 
Europe

North America
Other Mature
Geographies

Growth 
Geographies

29% 27% 13% 31% 24% 34% 8% 34%
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Present in more than +100 countries
Philips has 60 R&D sites and manufacturing in all continents

North America
Employees: 22,989

R&D centers: 20
Manufacturing sites: 32

EMEA
Employees: 34,417

R&D centers: 28
Manufacturing sites: 28Latin America

Employees: 7,910
R&D centers: 2

Manufacturing sites: 6 

Asia
Employees: 40,049

R&D centers: 10
Manufacturing sites: 21

1 Source: Philips Annual Report 2014.
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Instructions for Use
Need for a change…
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Changes in the creation process

• Improve reuse in product family development

• Make the process more lean and consolidate supplier base

• Implement automation

• Switch to electronic instructions for use

• But at the same time, keep on delivering to our factories….

• Around 100 books, translated in 35 languages

• Size varying between 10 and 400 A4 pages
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New content management system

• Selection process for new content management system, 
with a connection to the translation management system

– Business Case

– Maintaining existing technical writers

– Maintaining existing translation memories

– Migration from current content management system

– Functional requirements for supporting Philips’ on-going 
process as well as future extensions
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We chose

• SDL KnowledgeCenter Content Management System 
integrated with SDL Translation Management System

• We started a transformation journey with SDL:
– Step-wise improvements in the overall creation process at 

Philips (content creation, translation and publishing)

– Step-wise improvements in the language technology platforms 
and related processes at SDL



SDL powers experiences for 79 of the Top 100 global brands

Leaders in providing global content management and language solutions
55

38

3500

1500

400

Enterprise 

customers

1992

21bn Words translated

monthly

Employees

Partners

Countries

Offices

Founded
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APIs

SDL Language Platform

Translation Management Automated Translation Translation Productivity Translation Services Terminology Content Management

Global Consultancy

○ Translation

○ Website  translation

○ Global SXO/SEO

○ Video Translation

○ Intelligent MT

○ Software Engineering

○ Testing & QA

Web

Knowledge
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Before

Old CMS SDL TMS

Full publications exported 

for translation 

UIs and product names are 

hard-coded in the text
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SDL Knowledge 

Center

After

SDL TMS

Selected topics & libraries 

are exported for translation

UIs and product names are stored as 

variables and dynamically updated
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Philips’ project

New 

process

New 
source 

New 
language 

assets

New 
platforms

New 
teams

In parallel 

ensure no 

disruption in 

on-going 

operations

from existing 

process
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New source

Different 
authoring

Source qualification

Minimize leverage loss 
Feasibility of iMT through 
customized MT engines

Query management

Topic-
based 

content

UIs as 
variables 
linked to 
libraries 

New 
terminology

Use of 
variables 

& 
conditions

New 
content 
types 

Translation Memory 

optimization

New TM sequencing

New translation 

instructions

New workflows in TMS

New translation 

instructions

Ensure leverage across 

topics

QA steps

Dialogue with writers & 

documentation managers

New QA steps
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New platforms

New 
Transla-

tion
technology

New CMS

Connector 
between 
CMS & 
TMS

Additional 
content 

types and 
workflows

Smart
Query

Setup

Training

Quoted UI libraries 

Main documentation

Studio 2015 file 

filters in TMS

Ensuring no disruption 

of operations until 

migration would be 

complete

Existing 

platform, 

content 

types and 

process

Query 

management incl. KPIs
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New processes
Additional 
automated 

steps

1/3 of the steps now 
redundant

Manual 
steps

Additional 
automated 

steps

Index library 
customization 

Modified workflows 

New 
translation 
instructions

New 
checkpoints 
& QA steps

Agreement with Philips 

usability experts

Kickoff calls with 

translators

Existing 

process
Ensuring cross-

leverage between 

the two processes
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New language assets

Optimized 
translation 
memories

New 
termino-

logy

New QA 
tools

New 
translation 
instructions

New 
query 

repository

Existing 

TMs, 

translation 

instructions

Ensuring x-leverage 

between the two 

processes

New terminology
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Achievements
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Content writing

• Variables in use (e.g. product names) to enable  different 
variations

• Conditions in use (e.g. if a certain topic is only applicable 
when a certain option is installed).

• References in use for automatic index creation also for 
complex languages like Japanese

• Baselining and releasing of publications
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Language platforms & assets

• Reusing existing Translation Memories, after optimizing them 
for the use of variables

• On-going terminology  management to ensure accurate and 
consistent translation of medical or application terms

• Full integration from Content to Translation Management

• Technical writers now familiarized with new system & processes

• Ownership of documentation management with Philips, with 
documentation in place

• Focus on improved source for improved end-user experience
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Benefits

Quality
Process 
& time

Costs

Achieved within one year



Technical writers

Management IT

Usability 

experts

Procurement & 

legal, Q&R

Documentation 

managers

Language 

analysts

Professional

Services

Technical 

Services

Business 

consultants

Translators

Project 

Managers

In-country 

validators

STAKEHOLDERS

Philips SDL

End users

FDA

Keys to successful deployment: 

• Client mandate to effect change 

management within client organization

• Trust-based relationship

• Technical capabilities
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Summary and results
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Philips and SDL have transformed 
the IFU creation process:

– Within one year

– In parallel with normal production of IFUs for the factory

– Made it more lean 

– Enabled IFUs for product families by reuse

– Optimized the existing language assets

– Improved quality and consistency
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Future outlook
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Future Outlook

• Not yet there:
– An efficient way of reviewing draft documents 

– Extended use of conditions, e.g. legal statements for specific countries

– More flexibility in sending text for translation, thus enabling shorter 
turnaround times

• Further improvements
– Automatic publishing on the website

– On-device, dynamic publishing including embedded instructional videos.
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Thank you!
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